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The Mayflower Project Macmillan
The Saga of Seven Suns is a galaxy-spanning SF epic, packed with politics, war, family intrigues and
star-crossed lovers.The Hansa's brutal Chairman struggles to crush any resistance even as King Peter
breaks away to form his own new Confederation among the colonies who have declared their
independence. Swarms of ancient black robots built by the lost insectoid Klikiss race continue their
depredations on helpless worlds with stolen and heavily armed Earth battleships. And meanwhile, the
original, voracious Klikiss race, long thought to be extinct, have returned, intent on conquering their
former worlds and willing to annihilate anyone in the way.
Starcraft: Dark Templar--Shadow Hunters Wizards of the Coast
The city states of the Lowlands have lived in peace for decades,
bastions of civilization, prosperity and sophistication,
protected by treaties, trade and a belief in the reasonable
nature of their neighbors. But meanwhile, in far-off corners, the
Wasp Empire has been devouring city after city with its highly
trained armies, its machines, it killing Art . . . And now its
hunger for conquest and war has become insatiable. Only the aging
Stenwold Maker, spymaster, artificer and statesman, can see that
the long days of peace are over. It falls upon his shoulders to
open the eyes of his people, before a black-and-gold tide sweeps
down over the Lowlands and burns away everything in its path. But
first he must stop himself from becoming the Empire's latest
victim.
Metal Swarm St. Martin's Press
“Katniss and Tris would approve.”—TeenVogue.com The night Quin Kincaid takes her Oath, she
will become what she has trained to be her entire life. She will become a Seeker. This is her legacy, and
it is an honor. As a Seeker, Quin will fight beside her two closest companions, Shinobu and John, to
protect the weak and the wronged. Together they will stand for light in a shadowy world. And she'll
be with the boy she loves--who's also her best friend. But the night Quin takes her Oath, everything
changes. Being a Seeker is not what she thought. Her family is not what she thought. Even the boy she
loves is not who she thought. And now it's too late to walk away. "This book will not
disappoint."-USAToday.com "Fans of Veronica Roth’s Divergent, Marie Lu’s Legend, and
Suzanne Collins’s The Hunger Games series: your next obsession has arrived."-School Library
Journal "In this powerful beginning to a complex family saga...Dayton excels at creating memorable
characters."-Publishers Weekly “[A] genre-blending sci-fi, fantasy⋯[with] action-packed
scenes.”—Booklist "Secrets, danger, and romance meet in this unforgettable epic fantasy." —Kami
Garcia, #1 New York Times bestselling coauthor of Beautiful Creatures & author of Unbreakable "A
tightly-woven, action-packed story of survivial and adventure, Seeker is perfect for fans of Game of
Thrones." —Tahereh Mafi, author of the New York Times bestselling Shatter Me series
A Forest of Stars Delacorte Press
A novella set in the hard-scrabble world of James S. A. Corey's NYT-bestselling
Expanse series, Strange Dogs follows a family of colonists on Laconia where a new
generation of humanity struggles with the profound changes that come with making a
home on an alien world. Now a Prime Original series. This story will be available in the
complete Expanse story collection, Memory’s Legion. HUGO AWARD WINNER FOR
BEST SERIES Like many before them, Cara and her family ventured through the gates
as scientists and researchers, driven to carve out a new life and uncover the endless
possibilities of the unexplored alien worlds now within reach. But soon the soldiers
followed and under this new order Cara makes a discovery that will change everything.
The Expanse Leviathan Wakes Caliban's War Abaddon's Gate Cibola Burn Nemesis
Games Babylon's Ashes Persepolis Rising Tiamat's Wrath ?Leviathan Falls Memory's
Legion The Expanse Short Fiction Drive The Butcher of Anderson Station Gods of Risk
The Churn The Vital Abyss Strange Dogs Auberon The Sins of Our Fathers
Empire in Black and Gold Simon and Schuster
A band of brothers, committed only to each other, rides the waves, fighting for the highest
bidder, treading the whale road in search of legendary relics. Life is savage aboard a Viking
raiding ship. When Orm Rurikson is plucked from the snows of Norway to brave the seas on
the Fjord Elk, he becomes an unlikely member of the notorious crew. Although young, Orm
must quickly become a warrior if he is to survive. His fellow crew are the
Oathsworn---named after the spoken bond that ties them in brotherhood. They fight hard,
they drink hard, and they always defend their own. But times are changing. Loyalty to the
old Norse Gods is fading, and the followers of the mysterious "White Christ" are gaining
power across Europe. Hired as relic hunters, the Oathsworn are sent in search of a sword
believed to have killed the White Christ. Their quest will lead them onto the deep and
treacherous waters of the whale road, toward the cursed treasure of Attila the Hun and to a
challenge that presents the ultimate threat. Robert Low has written a stunning epic, a
remarkable debut novel. Not only a compelling narrative, The Whale Road also brings a new
Viking landscape stretching from Scotland through the Baltic and on to Istanbul. International
Praise for The Whale Road: "A company of warriors, desperate battles, an enthralling read."
---Bernard Cornwell "A fantastic book, one of the best I have read for years. There's a
wonderful earthiness to the proceedings and he creates a tangible sense of being there.
There's a sturdy, lyrical, and epic quality about the writing that makes it feel like the kind of
saga a Viking would recount in his old age." ---Simon Scarrow "A stirring Viking series of
blockbuster battles and religious intrigue." ---Publishing News "Action-packed and
evocative." ---Herald (Glasgow)

Out Of Control Ballantine Books
In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes through the roughest boot camp
in the universe and into battle with the Terran Mobile Infantry in what
historians would come to call the First Interstellar War
Alien Hunters Moonclipse
*The author of the Sunday Times bestselling Outlander series returns with the newest novel
in the epic tale* 'Gabaldon's vast and sweeping account of the war is so intricately plotted
and peopled that one is amazed she could conceive and write it in only seven years'
INDEPENDENT 'Go Tell the Bees is packed with everything readers love about the
Outlander series' GUARDIAN 'Gabaldon is a gifted world-builder, and her attention to the
unglamorous details of life in the past, like digging privies, plus authentic portraits of
marriage and relationships lift her series' DAILY TELEGRAPH ______________ Jamie Fraser
and Claire Randall were torn apart by the Jacobite Rising of 1745, and it took them twenty
years to find each other again. Now the American Revolution threatens to do the same. It is
1779 and Claire and Jamie are at last reunited with their daughter, Brianna, her husband,
Roger, and their children on Fraser's Ridge. Having the family together is a dream the
Frasers had thought impossible. Yet even in the North Carolina backcountry, the effects of
war are being felt. Tensions in the Colonies are great and local feelings run hot enough to
boil Hell's tea-kettle. Jamie knows loyalties among his own tenants are split and the war is
on his doorstep. It's only a matter of time before the shooting starts. Not so far away, young
William Ransom is still coming to terms with the discovery of his true father's identity - and
thus his own. Lord John Grey also has reconciliations to make and dangers to meet . . . on
his son's behalf, and his own. Meanwhile, the Southern Colonies blaze, and the Revolution
creeps ever closer to Fraser's Ridge. And Claire, the physician, wonders how much of the
blood to be spilt will belong to those she loves. ______________ Readers can't get enough of
Go Tell The Bees ... ***** '6/5 ... like it could be anything else..' ***** 'I love the characters,
I love the details, I love the life Gabaldon breathes into the stories.' ***** 'A wonderful book
I'm sorry to have finished.' ***** 'Five stars. This series is captivating and tugs on your
heartstrings.' ***** 'I adore these books. I love Gabaldon's work.' ***** 'Diana Gabaldon
never ceases to rip me apart and put me back together over and over and over and over
again. ' ***** 'I've never wanted to finish a book and also not finish a book so much!'

Hilo Book 2: Saving the Whole Wide World Simon and Schuster
Kai and Caleb Goodacre have been kidnapped just as rumors of a cult sweeping
across the reservation leads Maggie and Hastiin to investigate an outpost, and what
they find there will challenge everything they’ve come to know in this “badass” (The
New York Times) action-packed sequel to Trail of Lightning. It’s been four weeks
since the bloody showdown at Black Mesa, and Maggie Hoskie, Din� monster hunter,
is trying to make the best of things. Only her latest bounty hunt has gone sideways,
she’s lost her only friend, Kai Arviso, and she’s somehow found herself responsible
for a girl with a strange clan power. Then the Goodacre twins show up at Maggie’s
door with the news that Kai and the youngest Goodacre, Caleb, have fallen in with a
mysterious cult, led by a figure out of Navajo legend called the White Locust. The
Goodacres are convinced that Kai’s a true believer, but Maggie suspects there’s
more to Kai’s new faith than meets the eye. She vows to track down the White
Locust, then rescue Kai and make things right between them. Her search leads her
beyond the Walls of Din�tah and straight into the horrors of the Big Water world
outside. With the aid of a motley collection of allies, Maggie must battle body
harvesters, newborn casino gods and, ultimately, the White Locust himself. But the
cult leader is nothing like she suspected, and Kai might not need rescuing after all.
When the full scope of the White Locust’s plans are revealed, Maggie’s burgeoning
trust in her friends, and herself, will be pushed to the breaking point, and not
everyone will survive.
The Lost Supernova Titan Books
From the bestselling co-author of the Illuminae Files comes the thrilling finale in the
LIFEL1K3 trilogy--hailed by Marie Lu as "a breathless, action-packed exploration of
what humanity really means." Best friends have become enemies. Lovers have
become strangers. And deciding whose side you're on could be the difference
between life and death. For Eve and Lemon, discovering the truth about
themselves--and each other--was too much for their friendship to take. But with the
country on the brink of a new world war--this time between the BioMaas swarm at
CityHive and Daedalus's army at Megopolis, loyalties will be pushed to the brink,
unlikely alliances will form and with them, betrayals. But the threat doesn't stop
there, because the lifelikes are determined to access the program that will set every
robot free, a task requiring both Eve and Ana, the girl she was created to replace. In
the end, violent clashes and heartbreaking choices reveal the true heroes . . . and
they may not be who you think they are.

The Whale Road Hachette UK
An original tale of space warfare based on the bestselling computer game
series from Blizzard Entertainment. Driven by the living memories of a long-
dead protoss mystic and hounded by the Queen of Blades' ravenous zerg,
archaeologist Jake Ramsey embarks on a perilous journey to reach the fabled
protoss homeworld of Aiur. Seeking a vital piece of protoss technology, Jake
finds that Aiur has been overrun by the zerg. Descending into the shadowy
labyrinths beneath the planet's surface, he must find the sacred crystal before
time runs out -- for him...and the universe itself. Yet, what Jake discovers
beneath Aiur is a horror beyond his wildest nightmares -- Ulrezaj -- an archon
comprised of the seven most deadly and powerful dark templar in history....
Strange Dogs Tor Books
Galactic empires clash, elemental beings devastate whole planetary systems,
and the factions of humanity are pitted against each other in the epic conclusion
of Anderson's Saga of the Suns.
Seeds of Earth Macmillan
Bedeckt defined himself by the list of crimes he was unwilling to commit. It was such
a short list. How could straying from it have gone so wrong? Now Bedeckt must undo
the damage caused by wandering from his precious list. The Geborene god seeks to
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remake the world with his obsessive need for cleanliness and perfection, but Bedeckt
is going to bring him down. Nothing can stop him. Not even death. The two friends he
abandonded in the Afterdeath chase after Bedeckt, bent on revenge. Psychotic
assassins hunt him. Something cold and evil follows, lurking in the clouds above,
shredding reality with its delusions. Madness and sanity war, stretching and tearing
the very fabric of existence. The dead shall rise.
Across the Sea of Suns Random House
Five years after attacking the human-colonized worlds of the Spiral Arm, the hydrogues
maintain absolute control over stardrive fuel...and their embargo is strangling human
civilization. On Earth, mankind suffers from renewed attacks by the hydrogues and decides
to use a cybernetic army to fight them. Yet the Terran leaders don't realize that these
military robots have already exterminated their own makers - and may soon turn on
humanity. Once the rulers of an expanding empire, humans have become the galaxy's most
endangered species. But the sudden appearance of incredible new beings will destroy all
balances of power. Now for humans and the myriad alien factions in the universe, the real
war is about to begin...and genocide may be the result.

Metal Swarm Simon and Schuster
As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, observed by a ruthless lunar people,
Cinder, a gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince Kai
and must uncover secrets about her past in order to protect the world in this
futuristic take onthe Cinderella story.

The Swarm Simon and Schuster
Out of Control chronicles the dawn of a new era in which the machines and
systems that drive our economy are so complex and autonomous as to be
indistinguishable from living things.
Project Hail Mary Simon and Schuster
Before Ender Wiggin was born, before the Battle School was built, the aliens brought war to
Earth.

Scars of Mirrodin: The Quest for Karn Penguin
In the far future, humanity began to search the stars, sending out vast spaceships
that would take generations to reach their goals. In the depths of space they
encountered the Ildiran empire - apparently the galaxy's only other intelligent
civilization. The Ildirans came to Earth and passed on the knowledge of their
stardrive, allowing humanity to expand to the stars. Almost two hundred years after
that first contact, there are human colonies proliferating through the galaxy. As
Mankind seizes the future, danger comes from the past, for two human archaeologists
glean forbidden knowledge from the ruins of a dead world. Once, the insect-like
Klikiss ruled the stars. Now, only their robot servants remain, guardians of a terrible
technology - the Klikiss Torch, which has the power to create suns. Now, Humanity
prepares to flex its new found muscle and activate the Torch for the first time in
millennia, but there are reasons the Klikiss empire fell, and a train of events is about
to be set in motion, that will change the universe...

Hellhole Awakening Simon and Schuster
Mirrodin—a world of living metal, an artificial ecosystem created by the
Planeswalker Karn to support organic life—is on the cusp of cataclysm. When
the Planeswalker Venser goes in search of his former mentor, he learns Karn’s
life hangs in the balance—and with him the entire plane of existence. For fans of
the mega-selling trading card game, Magic: the Gathering�, the full story
behind Scars of Mirrodin, a revisitation one of Magic’s most popular settings.
The 5th Wave Orbit
"An action-packed page turner with heart!"—Dav Pilkey, author of DOG MAN
Take off on an action packed adventure with HILO Book 2! Dog Manmeets Big
Natein this hilarious New York Times bestselling graphic novel series that kids
love! Everyone's favorite space boy, Hilo, is just settling into life on earth
(Bowling? Knock-knock jokes? OUTSTANDING!) when strange portals begin
opening up all over town. And HOLY MACKEREL! Even STRANGER creatures
are coming through them! But it will take more than a GIANT MUTANT
CHICKEN, A VIKING HIPPO, A MAGICAL WARRIOR CAT, or even a few
MILLION KILLER VEGETABLES to stop Team Hilo . . . er, WON’T IT? Can
Hilo, DJ, and GINA figure out how to send these creatures back to their worlds
before they DESTROY the earth? Here's what people (and robots!) are saying
about Hilo! “More giant robotic ants and people going 'Aaaah!' than in the
complete works of Jane Austen”—Neil Gaiman, bestselling author “Every kid
would love a pal like HILO, and every kid will love this book!” —Lincoln Peirce,
bestselling author of the Big Nate series "A perfect book for any kid who ever
needed a friend and then had one with superpowers fall from space.” —Seth
Meyers, actor, comedian and writer "A story that can be enjoyed by the entire
family."—The New York Times "A Total BLAST." —Miami Herald * "A
wholeheartedly weird and wonderful tale of friendship, acceptance, and
robots."—Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review * "A must-have."—School Library
Journal, Starred Review
Hidden Empire St. Martin's Press
Baksidestext: "Welga Ramirez, executive bodyguard and ex-special forces, is about to retire
early when her client is killed in front of her. It's, 2095 and people don't usually die from
violence. Humanity is entirely dependent on pills that not only help them stay alive but allow
them to compete with artificial intelligence in an increasingly competitive gig economy.
Machinehood is a thrilling and thought-provoking novel that asks: if we won't see machines
as human, will we instead see humans as machines?"
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